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IOGA MISSION:
To educate ourselves and
others in reasons for and
methods of environmentally friendly gardening;
and to encourage the reduction of chemical dependency in
gardens, lawns and
farms.

Stink bugs feed on tomato fruit by inserting
their needle like mouthparts (proboscis) into
the host plant and sucking out the juices.
Tomatoes with stink bug damage have pale
yellow, irregular spots on the skin and white,
pithy areas just under the skin at the puncture
point. Stink bugs have a distinctive shield
shape and produce an odor when threatened.
In general there are good stink bugs
(predators) and bad stink bugs (plant feeders).
D. East
Green stink bugs are usually bad stink bugs.
Brown or gray stink bugs can be either good Stink Bug Damage to Tomatoes
or bad. You can distinguish the bad stink bugs from the good stink bugs by their
proboscis. Predatory stink bugs have a wide proboscis for attacking other insects,
while plant-feeding stink bugs have a narrow, needle-like proboscis for probing plants.
Organic methods that help control stink bugs include avoiding overcrowding, good
weed management within and around the garden, companion planting, trap planting,
and various sprayings. Kaolin clay, Neem oil, and insecticidal soap sprays may be of
some benefit. Removing stink bug eggs from under leaves and hand picking the bugs
into a jar of soapy water can help (if you don’t mind the smell). Stink bugs spend
much of the day on the ground beneath the tomato plants.
Brown Marmorated Stink Bug
The brown marmorated stink bug is invading
Indiana [see article by Jo Ellen Meyers Sharp
in the October 2, 2013 Indianapolis Star
(Link)] The brown marmorated stink bug
was accidentally introduced into the United
States from either China or Japan. The first
documented specimen was collected in
Allentown, PA in 1998. The brown
marmorated stink bug feeds on a wide range Wikipedia, David R. Lance, USDA APHIS PPQ
of fruits and vegetables, including peaches, Brown Marmorated Stink Bug
apples, green beans, soybeans, cherries, raspberries, pears, and tomatoes
The brown marmorated stink bug is similar in appearance to other native of stink bugs
except that several of the abdominal segments protrude from beneath the wings and
are alternatively banded with black and white. The best identification for adults is the
white band on the antennae. The brown marmorated stink bug is more likely to invade
homes in the fall than others in the family.
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Lots of Chickens and a Great Garden in
Southern Indiana
An August visit to the home of Paul and Annie
Matzek in Elizabeth, IN in southeastern
Indiana – almost to the Ohio River -- was very
interesting and topped off with a delightful
lunch which included blue potato salad from
the blue potatoes they grow and delicious
peach cobbler. Annie and Paul have guinea
hens and chicks and Rhode Island chickens
and one black Australorp chicken. The
chickens lined up a few feet from our lunch
table on the patio waiting for handouts! Paul
and Annie are trying to breed the Australorp
chicken to produce some more chickens for
meat and they were soon going to place some
eggs in an indoor incubator for 21 days. They
have quite a few egg laying chickens too. Paul
has designed a chicken house with a large
outside area covered with screening to keep
Annie and Paul Matzek in Front of Their Hand
hawks
out and also a great indoor area with an
Constructed Composter. Board is Used as a
automatic door on a timer that allows the
Lever to Rotate the Composter.
chickens to be safe at night and out again in
the morning without having Paul go outside. During the day the chickens roam the 3.5 acre yard and keep
the yard and house area free of bugs!
Paul and Annie’s home is in a woods but also has sunny areas for their garden. There is a sink hole too –
common in southern Indiana. At a farm market, they bought some Chanterelle mushrooms and then
realized they have those growing in their own woods! They also have Turkey Tail mushrooms, known for
their medicinal value.
Paul really likes sweet potatoes so they have a huge
patch. They plant slips (see accompanying article in
this newsletter).
Paul developed a winter garden greenhouse by using
two glass panels that collect more of the sun’s rays.
The rear panel is a reflective glass or mirror angled in
such a manner to reflect the sun’s rays onto the plants
from the back side. (The angle of the panel is
calculated taking into account the angle of the winter
sun with respect to the horizon.) He plants greens and
lettuce in the fall for the winter garden. He uses black
jugs filled with water to help moderate the temperature.
A new crop they planted is Mexican Gherkin, a
miniature cucumber about the size of a thumb nail and
shaped and colored like a watermelon! They are also
having good luck with a large Amish Paste tomato

Paul and Annie’s Winter Garden
Greenhouse. Flowers Growing Inside are
Summer Visitors
Continued on Next Page
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which is juicy but that they think will make a good tomato paste. Another interesting crop is peanuts. The
plant is on top of the soil but roots grow into the soil and produce the peanuts underground. The peanuts
can be roasted or eaten raw.
Annie does a lot of freezing and canning. Canned green beans, peaches and sweet potatoes, canned grape
juice from their concord grapes, and more are all done in an unheated “summer kitchen” located between
the garage and house. The kitchen takes the clutter and the heat out of the regular kitchen. What a great
idea – an idea from our ancestors that works today.
Paul has been using the following organic products that he hopes will bring good results in producing
good crops and reducing insect damage:
MycoApply® adds beneficial soil Mycorrhizal fungi. Mycorrhizal fungi increase the surface absorbing
area of roots 10 to 1,000 times, thereby greatly improving the ability of the plant to use the soil’s
resources. Several miles of fungal filaments can be present in a thimbleful of soil. Mycorrhizal fungi
increase nutrient uptake not only by increasing the surface absorbing area of the roots, but also release
powerful enzymes into the soil that dissolve hard-to-capture nutrients, such as phosphorus, iron and other
“tightly bound” soil nutrients.
BioZome is a highly concentrated blend of beneficial natural microorganisms put together by Dr. Carl
Oppenheimer after 40 years of research. BioZome has been proven to triple the growth rate, decrease seed
germination time by 2/3, reduce transplant shock, produce more blooms and increase crop yield. Plants
grown with BioZome exhibit healthier roots and increased disease and pest resistance.
Our visit to Paul and Annie’s house was delightful and would be just as delightful in winter thanks to their
large supply of firewood that Paul cuts from his woods and the woods of neighbors that is used in their
wood burning stove. A cozy home in the country

Paul Demonstrating How the Lever is
Used to Turn the Composter

Paul and Annie’s Chickens Waiting for a
Handout at Lunch
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October IOGA Meeting
The October 19 IOGA meeting was held at the
Franklin Road Branch of the Indianapolis Public
Library After the delicious pitch-in luncheon, the
meeting started at 11:45 AM. The first order of
business was the election of IOGA officers. The
following officers were elected for a two year term
beginning in January: President: Lynne Sullivan,
Vice-President/Programs: Karen Nelson, Treasurer:
Ron Clark, and Secretary: Margaret Smith. Ron
and Claudia Clark will continue as IOGA
newsletter editors.
Next was a short presentation by David Menzer of
the Citizens Action Coalition Education Fund, an
advocacy group that lobbies at the Statehouse on
health and environmental issues. Food labeling is a
current interest. Many processed foods contain
genetically modified food, and labeling laws are
often done on a state-by-state basis. This group
wants to get a national law enacted.
Another issue that David’s group is looking into is
confined animal feeding operations, such as the
huge hog farms that create bad odors and use lots of
hormones to fatten the animals quickly. They are
also against the current Ag-Gag bill that makes it a
crime for people to visit these facilities and
videotape what they see there. Corporate
agriculture is going against the grain of healthy
practices for both farm animals and consumers.
Lynne then noted that our IOGA website is not
working correctly. The website is also out of date

and we can no longer upload newsletter and
meeting announcement files. She said that a
committee will be formed to redesign the website.
Anyone interested is urged to join this committee.
Lynne also said that some new people were present
today. Those wanting to mentor a new member
should let Lynne know. We also need someone to
head up the mentoring program.
The garden Q&A period followed the short
business meeting. One member asked if it is better
to tidy up the garden in the fall, removing all the
dead plants, or just pile mulch on everything. Ann
Leatherman said both should be done. Debris
should be removed and then dead leaves piled on
the garden.
Another member commented that all of her
tomatoes except one variety had a hard, white layer
under the skin. Lynne suggested that stink bugs,
prevalent this year, might be piercing the skin and
injecting a toxin that causes the white layer (see
article on page 1). Others added that their tomatoes
were smaller than usual this year, perhaps because
of the cool weather earlier in the summer. Growing
conditions vary from year to year, and in any one
year favoring one vegetable over another. Claudia
said they had grown Contender green beans this
year. They were the first to bear and were still
bearing at the time of our October meeting.
Next was a presentation by IOGA member Tony
Branam, who is with the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service and is an advocate of no-till
farming and cover crops. He said that in 2011

IOGA Members and Guests Enjoying the Delicious Pitch-In Lunch
Continued on Next Page
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Indiana led the nation in cover crops. With no-till
there is a decreased need for energy (diesel fuel),
along with less dust and compaction. Moreover,
the use of a GPS on farm machinery has reduced
the need for fertilizers and pesticides since the
tractors can be programmed to avoid wasteful
overlapping.
Tony had demonstrations illustrating the value of
no-till and cover crops. He had three soil samples,
all collected within 120’ of each other. The first
sample was from undisturbed forest, the second
from no-till farmland, and the third from regular
tilled farmland. Each soil sample was placed in
water. The first two samples, containing lots of
organic matter and air holes, did not fall apart, but
the third sample, compacted by repeated tilling and
thus lacking structure, quickly fell apart.

IOGA member Charlie Gareri. Cover crops, which
are grown between seasons or between rows during
the season, include two main categories, legumes
and non-legumes. Legumes, which fix nitrogen,
include the clovers, cow peas, alfalfa, field peas,
soy beans, and vetch. Non-legumes, which use
nitrogen, include buckwheat, rye, oats, and wheat.
Some of the cover crops grow quickly, others more
slowly. No one cover crop will do the whole job
since each does different things.

In his second demonstration Tony poured water
over two different soil samples. In the no-till
sample the water went right down and quickly
worked its way through the soil profile. In the
conventional, compacted farmed soil sample, the
water would not soak in. These demonstrations
showed that plowing destroys bacteria and fungi
that are helpful in breaking down organic matter
and then release the carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere.
Tony had brought some books from the USDA
about attracting pollinators and planting cover
crops, all with a holistic approach. About 30% of
cover crops are pollinated by bees, and 70% of
those bees live in the ground. Of course plowing
disturbs these bees.
Since these ideas seem to apply more to farmers,
Lynne asked how backyard gardeners could make
use of this information. Tony suggested that
gardeners plant cover crops in the fall, mulch in the
spring, and then put plants/seeds right into a spot
without tilling the whole garden. At the end of the
season the dead plants can be tossed on the compost
heap and then put on the garden a year later, with
cover crops planted over them. The cover crop/no
till rotation is the key to successful gardening,
although it can take about three years to see the
improvement.
Our next presentation, “Don’t Farm Naked-Plant
Cover Crops (aka Green Manure),” was given by

Charlie Gareri Giving His “Don’t Farm
Naked Plant Cover Crop” Presentation
The many benefits of cover crops include improved
soil fertility and texture (adds humus), improved
soil moisture, less erosion, and better weed, disease,
and insect control. Fall cover crops should be
planted four weeks before a killing frost, although
winter rye can be planted later. The cover crop
seeds should be planted without any tilling and just
covered with compost. In the spring the cover crop
should be cut very short and allowed to dry for 24hours before any plants are put in the garden. The
chopped up cover crop can be used as mulch.
Cover crops can also be used to feed pets and farm
animals. About 1# of winter rye, ½# of buckwheat,
and ¼# of crimson clover would be sufficient to
plant 250 square feet
- Margaret Smith, Secretary
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Soil Health
by Tony Branham
Whether we are working in our gardens or managing
thousands of acres in commercial agriculture, we tend
to focus on our produce's yields. Seldom, if ever, do
we consider whether our methods for achieving
consistent high yields are sustainable. Even less time
is spent managing our soils outside the summer
growing season. A soil health approach to gardening
or commercial agriculture is a holistic approach with
four basic principles: 1) diversity above and below
Tony Branam with His Demonstrations
the soil surface, 2) a living root in the soil, 3)
undisturbed soil, and 4) a cover maintained on the soil Illustrating the Value of No-Till and Cover
Crops at the IOGA Meeting
surface.
First, we want a diversity of organisms below the soil surface to include large populations of bacteria,
algae, fungi, protozoa, springtails, nematodes, earthworms and so on. A single handful of a healthy soil
can contain more than six billion organisms; that is more than people living on earth. These organisms not
only break down organic matter to enrich the soil and fix nitrogen for plant growth, but they exude glues
known as glomalin that hold soil particles together for good soil structure. This was demonstrated with the
slake test when clods of soil under different management practices were dropped into the cylinders of
water. The unhealthy soil lacking these glues was easily blown apart by water molecules and in real life
would result in loss of topsoil during rain events. The healthy soil with a structure maintained by these
glomalin glues did not dissolve when dropped in the water and in real life will resist threats of erosion.
Second, we want to keep a living root in the soil just as Nature does. When the land sits idle and barren
between crops, the nutrients are lost from the soil and must be replenished before planting the next crop.
This is not a sustainable system. Maintaining living roots in the soil retains the nutrients within the root
zone, encourages the diversity of organisms that we want for soil structure development and keeps the
nutrient cycle moving as Nature intended.
Third, don't disturb the soil with tillage. A healthy soil is approximately 50 percent soil particles and 50
percent pore space. All those earthworms, springtails and plant roots etc. have created a network of
tunnels and crevices that will enhance water infiltration, aid atmospheric gas exchanges and allow new
roots to move with ease through the soil profile. Plowing, disking and roto-tilling will destroy these pore
spaces and glomalin glues holding the soil together, thus destroying the soil structure. This was illustrated
in the second demonstration of infiltration when water passed easily though the soil sample that has not
been disturbed with tillage. The soil sample with continuous tillage did not allow water infiltration for
more than one hour.
Last, we want to maintain a cover on the soil. The goal is to armor the soil surface with continuously
growing crops, vegetables, cover crops, compost, straw mulch and plant residues to protect it from
pounding rain drops, heat from the sun, and drying winds in summer and winter. Rain falling on a bare
soil surface will close pore openings and creates a crust that will hamper infiltration of water and increase
runoff. The biological activities of underground organisms and the benefits they provide decrease under
direct exposure to the sun. Winds blowing across the bare soil surface will draw moisture out and away
from organisms in need below the surface
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Raising Sweet Potatoes
By Annie Matzek
Editor’s note: Annie and Paul Matzek grow a lot of sweet
potatoes. Sweet potatoes are grown from slips. This is their
method for getting the slips.
Actually getting the slips to grow is easy, but... we discovered
that you will not get slips to grow from regular commercial sweet
potatoes. They obviously are treated in some way that prolongs
their shelf life and prevents any shoots from growing. We
confirmed this with two different kinds of regular grocery store sweet potatoes. However, many groceries
continue to expand their organic produce selection - I picked up three sweet potatoes from the organic
section in our local Krogers in March, and they sprouted like crazy!
To get them started, place three toothpicks around a sweet potato at about the halfway mark to create a
support - gently push each in an inch or so. Then, drop the potato into a glass or jar (I usually just use pint
mason jars). The toothpicks will hold the potato suspended in the jar. Just add water till it comes up an
inch or so above the bottom of the potato. We had great success putting the "root end" of the potato in the
water this year. We have a table that is in front of a west facing window that we start our plants on, but
the sweet potatoes don't seem to be real picky, as long as they get some good light. Roots will start in the
water within days often, and very shortly (within a week or so) you'll start to see little growths popping out
on the top half of the potato. I usually let them grow to 4-5 inches or more, and then gently pop them
loose from the potato. Then put the little plant in water in another jar/glass and watch them grow their
own root. While the root is still fairly small, I move each into a little pot with starter soil until they are
ready to be planted.
They need to have pretty warm soil to get going outside. Here (in southern Indiana) we are able to plant
mid-May, so probably around June 1 in the Indy area. I start the slips about 4-5 weeks ahead of time, just
to have some nice size starters. The plants need to be planted in hills or ridges that are 8-10 inches high so
the tubers can push the dirt outward as they expand.
From two potatoes that we used this year, I was able to get 25+ slips. That's a really high number though,
so I would plan on something like 8-10 per potato just to be sure. And, even if you only want a few, it's
worth it to start at least two potatoes just to be sure that at least one of them produces slips. Last year
(2012) we harvested in the neighborhood of 180 lbs.
Proper storage is the key for sweet potatoes - we have crated them up in the fall, after a week or two
"curing period" in the garage, and eaten them well into the end of winter/early spring. At that time, I can
what is left to get us through the next few months until we can harvest again. They need to be kept cool,
55-60 degrees, but not COLD - below 45 F will ruin them quickly!
When ordering through the mail order catalogs, they usually are bundled at 25 slips per order. When these
are shipped, they will be "bare root" clusters that should go into water right away if you are not yet ready
to plant. And, one of my favorite things about growing our own slips - what ever is left over makes a
lovely low-maintenance plant in a glass of water.
Paul and Annie Matzek are IOGA members living in Elizabeth, Indiana.
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LETTERS:

pot for the greenhouse this fall, I was pleased to see
some of Gandpa Admire’s lettuces coming up
between the parsleys!!

Letter from
the Cobbs

One more good thing I want to tell you . . . . In a
book on companion planting I found a small item
that rabbits, deer and small forage animals do not
like onions. So I planted a fence of onion sets
around my lettuce plants & the book was right.
Rabbits did not cross the onion fence.

(Editors’ note: Beulah and Clarence Cobb are the
only charter members of IOGA still members of
IOGA. Beulah attended the first organizational
meeting of IOGA in the early 1970s.)
Dear Claudia and Ron,
The 2013 growing season has come and gone &
winter is upon us. As usual there were good results
& not so good results with our gardening efforts.
I’ll begin with the positive.
Apples, apples, apples. Our best year ever
for quantity and taste of apples.
“Mom that’s the best apple pie you ever
made!”
“These apples are really good.” One friend
ate one apple down to the core, then said “that
apple was really good” and proceeded to pick &
take 1/2 Bu home with her. These were
WEALTHY apples. Wealthies are no longer in the
catalogs, but they were there 35 years ago when we
planted our orchard. We had apples from June to
November, almost no worms & bugs in spite of the
fact that Clarence only sprayed them with Dormant
oil spray, then the sprayer broke down.
Another good crop was grapes. The best tasting
grapes ever & no bugs.
In our garden — the lettuce seed my daughter sent
to me from Seattle. An old man who owned an
island on Puget Sound had these lettuce seeds from
day 1, I think. Always kept & saved the seeds.
Judy grew them in her urban garden & gave me a
small packet this spring. I’ll admit I was skeptical,
because there is a big climate difference between
the Northwest and Indiana. But I shouldn't have
worried. Grandpa Admire’s lettuce seeds loved my
garden. It’s a bushy leafed plant with pink &
greenish yellow leaves. It was the last of all my
lettuces to bolt & and when it did, it self-seeded and
started a new crop!!

By the time of my fall planting I had run out of
onion sets. Sure enough. Somebody came & ate
my Endive & Escarole. Next year I am going to
stock up on onion sets!!
So much for the positive, let’s skip the negatives.
Happy gardening.
Beulah & Clarence Cobb

Local Food Guide
Dear IOGA & Lynne,
We can’t thank you enough for all your support
with the Local Food Guide & the Coalition at large!
Mostly we want to thank you for the work you are
doing! Without your mindful business, & others
like, we would have no need for the Guide to be
created in the first place! All the best & so many
blessings to you all.
Bre & the FCCI (Food Coalition of Central
Indiana) crew

When I transplanted some flat-leafed parsley into a
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New Local Seed
Company
URBAN FARMER SEEDS
There is a new seed company located in central Indiana just
north of Indianapolis in Jolietville, IN (Westfield mailing
address). Urban Farmer Seeds does most of its sales through
the internet, but has a newly opened retail outlet located with
the business on State Road 32, 5 ½ miles west of Meridian St.
(US-31). Noah Herron began the business in 2008. Noah
was a bio chem major at IU and previously worked as an
analytical chemist at Eli Lilly & Co. After a day working at
Lilly, he would garden, save seeds, and cut out pages of old
Noah Herron of Urban Farm Seeds
Sports Illustrated magazines to make his own recycled seed
packets (his seeds still come in recycled seed packets). Noah started his business with seeds of only ten
plants, including tomatoes, peppers, beans and corn. He now has 75 types of tomatoes and over 1500
seeds for a wide variety of plants. He also has perennials, hydroponic supplies, bee keeping supplies,
organic fertilizers, and many garden related tools and other items. Ninety per cent of his seeds are
heirloom and organically grown, many by regional farms with whom he has contracted to grow seeds.
NONE of his seeds are GMOs. His business is thriving so it is now his full-time job! You can visit, shop,
and pick up your orders at the Jolietville location (4105 W State Road 32, Westfield, IN. 46074), or order
from the website, www.ufseeds.com.

Directions to the IOGA Meeting January 18 at
Big Car Service Center (Map)
The Big Car Service Center for Contemporary Culture and Community is in the old Firestone store in
front of Lafayette Square Shopping Center near Shopper’s World, adjacent to Lafayette Rd., and just
north of Don’s Guns.
Directions from the North (on I-65 S). At exit 121, take ramp right toward Lafayette Rd. Turn right
onto Lafayette Rd. and go 1.3 miles to 3863 Lafayette Rd. on the left. (You may wish to turn into
Lafayette Square Shopping Center earlier to avoid missing your turn which is only 0.1 miles north of 38th
St..)
Directions from the South (on I-65 N). At exit 119, take the ramp to the right towards 38th St. Follow
the signs for 38th St. (west). Go 1.9 miles to Lafayette Rd. Turn north (right) onto Lafayette Rd. and go
0.1 miles to 3863 Lafayette Rd. immediately on the right.
Directions from the West or Southwest (on I-465 N). At exit 17, take the ramp to the right towards 38th
St. Turn east (right) onto 38th St. and go 2.0 miles to Lafayette Rd. Turn left on Lafayette Rd. and go 0.1
miles to 3863 Lafayette Rd. immediately on the right.
Directions from the East (on I-70 W). Take I-70 W towards the center of Indianapolis. At exit 83B,
take ramp right for I-65 N toward Chicago. Go 5.6 miles to exit 119. Take the ramp to the right towards
38th St. Follow the signs for 38th St. (west). Go 1.9 miles to Lafayette Rd. Turn north (right) onto
Lafayette Rd. and go 0.1 miles to 3863 Lafayette Rd. immediately on the right.

www.gardeningnaturally.org
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Organic Gardening for Beginners
Winter Class Series 2014
Whether you live in the city, country, or somewhere in between, you too can supplement your
table and pantry with delicious, healthy produce fresh from your yard or patio this year.
This four-course series will cover one topic each month:

January: SOIL
If you can grow healthy soil, you can grow anything

February: SEEDS
What to grow and how to get going

March: SUSTAIN
What to do about weeds, pests, droughts, and other calamities

April: SAVE
Harvest and enjoy—and save those seeds for spring!

CITY MARKET DATES:

City Market, North Mezzanine
222 East Market St, Indianapolis, IN
January 11th, 2014
February 1st, 2014
March 1st, 2014
April 12th, 2014

1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm

FALL CREEK GARDENS DATES
Unleavened Bread Cafe Community Room
3001 N Central Ave, Indianapolis, IN
January 25th, 2014
February 8th, 2014
March 8th, 2014
April 19th, 2014

1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm
1:30-3:30pm

Registration is REQUIRED for these FREE, information-packed classes!
Visit www.fallcreekgardens.org/Events to register, or for more information.
A collaboration of
Fall Creek Gardens,
www.fallcreekgardens.org
and
Indiana Organic Gardeners Association,
www.GardeningNaturally.org
Find us on Facebook!
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Treasurer’$ Report

Ask us…!

4th Quarter 2013
Opening Balance Oct. 1, 2013

President – Lynne Sullivan
(317) 574-1921
sagaemoo@yahoo.com

$ 3912.58

Income
Membership Dues
Total

$
$

42.00
42.00

Expenses
Conservation Day 2014
Newsletter (Postage)
Earth Day 2014
Total

VP/Programs – Karen Nelson
(317) 366-1954
karenjn56@yahoo.com

$
$
$
$

150.00
36.80
43.00
229.80

Secretary – Margaret Smith
(317) 283-3146
margaret.smith803@gmail.com

Closing Balance Dec. 31, 2013

Treasurer – Ron Clark
(317) 769-6566
ronaldrayc@gmail.com

$ 3724.78

Respectfully submitted by Ron Clark, Treasurer

Editors – Claudia and Ron Clark
(317) 769-6566
ronaldrayc@gmail.com

UPCOMING MEETINGS
Mark your calendar
IOGA generally meets quarterly on the third
Saturday of the month. Mark your calendar for
upcoming meetings.
January 18, 2014
April 19, 2014
(Plant Auction)
July 19, 2014
October 18, 2014

New IOGA Members
Kaylie Scherer, Bloomington, IN 47404
Lisa Jones & Abby Poole, New Palestine, IN
46163
Amanda Montes, Indianapolis, IN 46201

How do I join IOGA?
Dues are $10.00 per individual member, and $12.00 for a dual
membership (same address, one newsletter).
To join, please send your annual dues to:

IOGA
7282 E 550 S
Whitestown, IN 46075

Please include ALL of the following information:

Full Name
2nd Name (if dual membership)
Address
Phone Number
Email Address

I prefer my newsletter to be ___ emailed ___ mailed.

www.gardeningnaturally.org
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Meeting at the Big Car Service Center
3863 Lafayette Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46254 (Map)
10:15
Arrive at Big Car Service Center
10:30—11:30 Introductions & Gardening Q&A
11:30—12:15 Pitch-in Lunch
(bring food to share plus table service)
12:15—12:30 Business Meeting
12:30— 1:30 Pollinator Presentation

Meeting: The IOGA meeting will be held at the Big Car Service Center for Contemporary Culture and
Community followed by a presentation by IOGA member Doug Rohde on honey bees and native pollinators.
There will be a discussion on beekeeping and on what plant habitat one should develop to encourage
pollinators and beneficial insects.
Pitch-in lunch: Bring a favorite dish filled with food ("home-made" and/or "organic" appreciated) to share
and your plate, fork, and drink.
Directions: The Big Car Service Center is in the old Firestone store in front of Lafayette Square Shopping
Center near Shopper’s World, adjacent to Lafayette Rd., and just north of Don’s Guns. See page 9 for
detailed directions to the Service Center.
Everyone welcome! Questions, or if lost, call Karen Nelson cell phone (317) 366-1954
Remember to car pool, if possible.

Join us and bring a friend!

Hoosier Organic Gardener
Claudia and Ron Clark, editors
7282 E 550 S
Whitestown, IN 46075
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